ABSTRACT. We consider weakly asymmetric exclusion processes whose initial density profile is a small perturbation of a constant. We show that in the diffusive time-scale, in all dimensions, the density defect evolves as the solution of a viscous Burgers equation.
INTRODUCTION
Almost thirty years ago, Esposito, Marra and Yau [5, 6] initiated the investigation of the time evolution of small perturbations of the density profile around the hydrodynamic limit for stochastic systems, deriving the incompressible limit for asymmetric simple exclusion processes in dimension d ≥ 3.
To describe their result, fix a scaling parameter n ∈ N, and denote by T Consider the asymmetric exclusion process on Ω n . This is the Markov chain whose generator, denoted by L A n , applied to a function f : Ω n → R is given by
where σ 0 (α) = α(1 − α) is the mobility and m is the vector whose coordinates are given by m j = p j − q j . In dimension d ≥ 3, the macroscopic current m σ 0 (u) is expected to have a correction of order 1/n and be given by m σ 0 (u) − (1/n) k a j,k (u)∂ θ k u for some diffusion coefficient a. If this is the case, the partial differential equation which describes the evolution of the density becomes
If we start from a density which is a (1/n)-perturbation of the constant profile equal to 1/2, u 0 (θ) = (1/2) + ǫ n v 0 (θ), where ǫ n = 1/n, if we rescale time by an extra factor n and assume that the density profile remains at all times a (1/n)-perturbation of the constant profile equal to 1/2, u(t, θ) = (1/2)+ǫ n v(t, θ), as σ ′ 0 (1/2) = 0, a Taylor expansion yields that the perturbation v is expected to solve the viscous Burgers equation
This is the content of the main result of Esposito, Marra and Yau [5, 6] which we now state.
Recall that a function f : {0, 1} Z d → R is said to be a local function or a cylinder function if it depends on the configuration η only through a finite number of coordinates.
Denote by {τ x : x ∈ Z d } the group of translations acting on Ω n : For a configuration η ∈ Ω n , τ x η is the configuration given by (τ x η) z = η x+z , where the sum is taken modulo n. We extend the translations to functions f : Ω n → R by setting (τ x f )(η) = f (τ x η), x ∈ Z d , η ∈ Ω n .
Let ν α , 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, be the product measure on {0, 1} Denote by η n (t) the Markov chain on Ω n induced by the generator n 2 L A n , where L A n has been introduced in (1.1). Note that time has been rescaled diffusively. For a probability measure µ on Ω n , denote by P µ the distribution of the process η n (t) starting from µ. Expectation with respect to P µ is represented by E µ .
Fix a smooth density profile v 0 : T d → R, and distribute particles on T where ρ n (t, x) = (1/2) + ǫ n v(t, x/n) and, recall, ν α stands for the Bernoulli product measure with density α.
The proof of this result is based on a sharp estimate of the entropy. Let Σ n be the set of all probability measures on Ω n . For a reference measure ν ∈ Σ n , define the relative entropy H n (· | ν) with respect to ν by
where the supremum is carried over all functions f : Ω n → R. It is well known that 5) if µ is absolutely continuous with respect to ν, while H n (µ|ν) = ∞ if this is not the case.
Denote by {S n t : t ≥ 0} the semigroup of the Markov chain η n t rescaled diffusively. Hence, µ n S n t represents the state of the process at time t provided the initial state is µ n . Esposito, Marra and Yau [5, 6] proved that in dimension d ≥ 3,
where ν n t has been introduced just below (1.3). It is not difficult to deduce (1.4) from the previous bound.
The result is restricted to d ≥ 3, as in dimension 1 and 2 Gaussian fluctuations of order n −d/2 appear around the hydrodynamic limit and n −d/2 is at least of the order of 1/n in dimensions 1 and 2.
In this article, we pursue the investigation of the time evolution in the hydrodynamic limit of densities in the vicinity of constant profiles by considering weakly asymmetric exclusion processes. These are Markov processes on Ω n whose generator L n acts on cylinder functions as
where L S n represents the generator of the speed-change, symmetric exclusion process given by 6) and L T n the generator of the speed-change totally asymmetric exclusion process given by
In this formula, c j :
Note that the symmetric generator has been speeded-up by n 2 , while the asymmetric one by n. The hydrodynamic equation of the weakly asymmetric speed-change exclusion process is given by
where the matrices D(·) and σ(·) represent the diffusivity and the mobility, respectively. By further accelerating the symmetric part of the dynamics by b n , the asymmetric one by a n , and by assuming that the density is an ǫ nperturbation of a constant α, viz. u(t, θ) = α+ǫ n v(t, θ), we get from the previous equation that
There are many ways to handle the right-hand side. One of them is to set b n = 1, a n = ǫ −1 n , and assume that σ ′ (α) = 0. In this case, up to smaller order terms, the equation becomes
Assume, therefore, that σ ′ (α) = 0 for some α ∈ (0, 1), and consider the weakly asymmetric exclusion process in which the asymmetric part of the generator has been speeded-up by a n n [instead of n] for some sequence a n → ∞. Denote by v = v(t, θ) the solution of (1.8) with a smooth initial condition
, where ǫ n = 1/a n . The first main result of this article states that under some hypotheses on a n , for every t > 0, continuous function G :
where ρ n (t, x) = α + ǫ n v(t, x/n).
As above, the proof of this result is based on an estimate of the relative entropy of the state of the process with respect to a product measure. We start the presentation of this bound with a remark which elucidates what is needed. In Lemma 2.1 below, we show that in order to single out an ǫ n -perturbation of the density around a constant profile we need the entropy of the state of the process with respect to the inhomogeneous product measure associated to the density profile α + ǫ n v(t, x/n) to be of an order much smaller than n d ǫ 2 n . To state the entropy bound, denote by d the dimension, and let (g d (n) : n ≥ 1) be the sequences given by
(1.10)
Following Jara and Menezes in [10] , we prove in Theorem 2.2 that under certain assumptions on the initial profile v 0 , the sequence a n and the initial distribution of particles, for all t > 0 there exists a finite constant C = C(t), such that
where ν n t stands for the inhomogeneous product measure associated to the density profile α + ǫ n v(t, x/n). This entropy estimate and a simple argument, presented in the proof of Corollary 2.3, yield (1.9). Lemma 2.1 and (1.10) yield some restrictions on ǫ n discussed in Remark 2.4 below.
We here mention related results, which establish the incompressible limits for interacting particle systems: Esposito, Marra and Yau [5, 6] , Quastel and Yau [18] , Beltrán and Landim [1] . We also mention recent results, which study the entropy estimate as in Theorem 2.2. The entropy estimate as in Theorem 2.2 has been established in Jara and Menezes [9, 10] to study the nonequilibrium fluctuations for interacting particle systems. By establishing a similar entropy estimate, Funaki and Tsunoda [7] derived the motion by mean curvature from Glauber-Kawasaki processes.
We conclude this introduction mentioning two other ways to detect the evolution of small perturbations around the hydrodynamic limit. Dobrushin [2] , Dobrushin, Pellegrinotti, Suhov and Triolo [3] , Dobrushin, Pellegrinotti, Suhov [4] and Landim, Olla, Yau [13, 14] investigated the first order correction to the hydrodynamic equation. Landim, Valle and Sued [15] examined the evolution of the density profile in the orthogonal direction to the drift when the initial condition is constant along the drift direction. Versions of these results might be problems for future investigation.
NOTATION AND RESULTS

2.1.
Model. Recall that we denote by {e j : j = 1, . . . , d} the canonical basis of
Assume that c j does not depend on η 0 , η ej and that the gradient conditions is in force: For each j, there exist cylinder functions g j,p and finitely-supported signed measures m j,p ,
Denote by ℓ 0 the size of the support of the measures m j,p . This is the smallest integer such that
Let L S n be the generator of the speed-change exclusion process in Ω n introduced in (1.6), and let L T n be the generator of the speed-change totally asymmetric exclusion process in Ω n , introduced in (1.7).
Recall that we denote by ν α = ν n α , 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, the Bernoulli product measure on Ω n or on {0, 1}
Denote by D(ρ) = (D j,k (ρ)) 1≤j,k≤d , the diffusivity of the exclusion process, a matrix whose entries are given by
In this formula, g ′ j,p represents the derivative of the function g j,p . This later one is obtained through equation (2.2) from the cylinder functions g j,p introduced in (2.1). We prove in Proposition 5.7 that D(ρ) is a diagonal matrix:
Denote by σ(ρ) = (σ i,j (ρ)) 1≤i,j≤d the mobility, a diagonal matrix whose entries are given by σ j,j (ρ) = ρ (1 − ρ) c j (ρ) . (2.5) We prove in Proposition 5.7 the Einstein relation, which in the present context reads that for every ρ ∈ (0, 1), 
Fix a sequence (a n : n ≥ 1) such that a n ↑ ∞, and let ǫ n = 1/a n . Denote by {η n (t) : t ≥ 0} the Markov process on Ω n generated by the operator
If a n is constant in n, then the process is a weakly asymmetric speed-change exclusion process. Therefore, formally, the hydrodynamic equation is given by
Assume that there exists α 0 ∈ (0, 1) such that
Assume, furthermore, that the initial condition u n 0 is given by u n 0 = α 0 + ǫ n v 0 , where v 0 : T d → R is a smooth profile, and, recall, ǫ n = 1/a n . Write the solution u as α 0 + ǫ n v. Since σ ′ (α 0 ) = 0, a straightforward computation yields that, up to lower order terms, v : T d × [0, ∞) → R is the solution of the Cauchy problem
From these observations, one might expect that the empirical measure of the weakly asymmetric exclusion process suitably rescaled converges to the solution of the viscous Burgers equation (2.9).
Main results. Let
The proof of the next lemma relies on a simple Taylor expansion. Lemma 2.1. There exists a finite constant C 0 , depending only on δ and u 1 ∞ , u 2 ∞ , such that
where
In particular, the density profile at the scale κ n of a probability measure µ n is not characterized if its relative entropy with respect to ν (2.9). Denote by (S n t : t ≥ 0) the semigroup associated to the generator L n , and recall from (1.10) the definition of the sequence g d (n).
Theorem 2.2.
Assume that a n ↑ ∞ and that n 2 ǫ
Consider a sequence of probability measures {µ n : n ≥ 1} on Ω n such that
for some finite constant C 1 . Then, for every T > 0, there exists a finite constant
The proof of this result is based on a two-blocks estimate due to Jara and Menezes [10] and stated below in Lemma 4.2.
For two sequences (b n : n ≥ 1), (c n : n ≥ 1) of non-negative real numbers, we write b n ≪ c n to mean that lim n b n /c n = 0. In view of Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.2, to characterize the density profile at the scale ǫ n = 1/a n , we need at least
. This is exactly the extra assumption of the next corollary.
Corollary 2.3.
Besides the assumptions of Theorem 2.2, assume that a n . There exists a finite constant C 0 such that
Remark 2.5. In all dimensions, in the scaling ǫ n = n −d/2 one observes the fluctuations of the density field. In dimension 1, the condition n −1/2 ≪ ǫ n is therefore optimal, while in dimension 2, there is an extra factor (log n) 1/2 . In dimension d ≥ 3, Esposito, Marra and Yau [5, 6] examined the incompressible limit of the asymmetric simple exclusion process. They proved that a perturbation of size 1/n of the density profile around a constant evolves in the diffusive time-scale as the solution of (2.9).
In particular, we believe that to reach perturbations of size 1/n in dimension d ≥ 3 we have to improve Theorem 2.2 by adding "non-gradient corrections", that is, to add a local perturbation of the state of the process, as it has been done in [17, 19, 12] to derive the hydrodynamic behavior of non-gradient interacting particle systems (cf. Chapter 7 of [11] ).
The diffusive behavior of the asymmetric exclusion process has been further investigated in [14, 15] . Remark 2.6. Hypothesis (2.8) can be circumvented by performing a Galilean transformation. Indeed, writing the solution of (2.7) as α 0 +ǫ n v(t, x−ǫ −1 n σ ′ (α)mt), we get, from a straightforward computation, that v is the solution of the Cauchy problem (2.9). This computation does not require hypothesis (2.8), as the higher order terms in ǫ n cancel [one of them being
Remark 2.7. The assumption that n 2 ǫ 4 n ≤ C 0 g d (n) for some finite constant C 0 is needed to estimate the linear terms of the time-derivative of the relative entropy [the linear terms of L * w(t) 1 − ∂ t log ψ t , computed in Lemma 3.2 and Assertion 3.3 below]. Actually, equation (2.9) is a continuous version of the semidiscrete equation obtained by considering the linear terms (in η) of the identity
One may try to weaken or the remove the hypothesis n 2 ǫ
by replacing equation (2.9) by the one obtained restricting (2.10) to the linear terms. In this case, however, estimating the quadratic terms of (2.10) might be more demanding. One may also try to weaken this hypothesis by adding to equation (2.9) terms of order ǫ k n , k ≥ 2. This issue is further discussed in Remark 3.6 below.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 3, we compute the time derivative of the entropy H n (µ n S n t |ν n t ). In Section 4, we estimate the time derivative of the entropy and we prove Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.3. In Section 5, we present the results on the viscous Burger's equation (2.9) needed in the proofs of the main results, and, in Section 6, we compute the adjoint of the generator
ENTROPY PRODUCTION
We estimate in this section the time-derivative of the relative entropy. Fix n ≥ 1, and recall that we denote by (S n t : t ≥ 0) the semigroup associated to the generator L n . Fix a stationary state ν α , 0 < α < 1, and a probability measure µ on Ω n . Denote by f t the Radon-Nikodym derivative of µS n t with respect to ν α . An elementary computation yields that
where L * n stands for the adjoint of L n in L 2 (ν α ). For a function f : Ω n → R and a probability measure ν on Ω n , denote by I(f ; ν) the Dirichlet form given by
The proof of the next result, which is similar to the one of Lemma 6.1.4 in [11] , is left to the reader. Recall from (1.3) the definition of the product measure ν n u(·) associated to a function u : ·) . Lemma 3.1. Fix n ≥ 1 and 0 < α < 1. Let w : R + × T d n → (0, 1) be a differentiable function in time, and let µ be a probability measure on Ω n . Then,
where g t represents the Radon-Nikodym derivative of µ S n t with respect to ν n w(t) ,
) and ψ t the density given by
Consider a cylinder function f : {0, 1}
where, for a subset
Note that f (x, B) = 0 if the set B is not contained in the support of f . More precisely, assume that f depends on η only through {η(x) : x ∈ Λ ℓ }, where
With these notation, we may write
where the sum is performed over all non-empty subsets A of T d n and
In Section 6, we compute L * w(t) 1. Some of the notation below is borrowed from there. The explicit expression of L * w(t) 1 requires some notation. Denote by D j the difference operator defined by
(3.5)
be the Fourier coefficients, introduced in (3.2), of the cylinder functions τ x c j , τ x g j,p , respectively, with respect to the measure ν n w(t) :
be the functions obtained from (6.1), (6.8), (6.9) by replacing ̺(x) by w(t, x). For example,
In the case of H (i) j (t, x, A) one has also to replace the Fourier coefficients c j (x, A), g j,p (x, A), computed with respect to ν ̺ , by c j (t, x, A), g j,p (t, x, A), respectively. Let
j , given in (6.2), (6.10) , that the functions of x which appear in the previous formula either contain the product of derivatives [this is the case of E j , F j and G j ] or a second discrete derivative, which is the case of B j,p .
Denote by j 0,ej the instantaneous current over the bond (0, e j ). This is the rate at which a particle jumps from 0 to e j minus the rate at which it jumps from e j to 0. It is given by
The gradient condition (2.1) asserts that this current can be written as a meanzero average of translations of cylinder functions. Next result is a consequence of Lemmata 6.1 and 6.6.
Lemma 3.2.
We have that
the sum over A is performed over finite subsets A with at least two elements, and
Assertion 3.3.
Under the assumptions of Lemma 3.1, for every t ≥ 0,
It follows from the previous assertion and from Lemmata 3.1, 3.2 that L * w(t) 1− ∂ t log ψ t presents only terms of degree 2 or higher if w(t, x) solves the semidiscrete equation
3.1. Perturbations of constant profiles. We turn to the setting of Theorem 2.2, and assume, without loss of generality, that in hypothesis (2.8), α 0 = 1/2. Recall that ǫ n = 1/a n and assume, throughout this subsection, that the function w(t) of Lemma 3.1 is given by w(t) = (1/2) + ǫ n v n (t) for some function
At this point we do not suppose yet that v n (t) is the solution of (2.9).
Lemma 3.2 provides a formula for L * w(t) 1. Many terms cancel or simplify due to the special form of w(t). In the next lemma we present the result of these reductions.
Denote by ∇ n j the discrete partial derivative in the j-th direction. For a function ̺ :
(3.7)
.
The terms
, respectively, by replac- by re-
, respectively, and by replacing one factor
In the case where w(t) = (1/2) + ǫ n v n (t), Assertion 3.3 and Lemma 3.2 become
, and ω x and ω(B) are defined in Lemma 3.2.
The next result is a consequence of Assertion 3.3 and of Lemmata 3.1, 3.4.
Corollary 3.5. Suppose that w(t) = (1/2) + ǫ n v n (t). All terms of degree 1 of L * w(t) 1 − ∂ t log ψ t vanish as long as v n (t, x) is the solution of the semi-discrete equation
Remark 3.6. Note that the computation of L * w(t) 1 for an arbitrary profile w(t) : T d n → (0, 1) reveals the semi-discrete partial differential equation which describes the macroscopic evolution of the density.
At this point, there are two possible choices. In Lemma 3.4, we may consider as reference state the product measure ν n w(t) whose density profile w(t) is given by (1/2)+ǫ n v n (t), where v n (t) is the solution of the semi-discrete equation (3.11), or the one given by (1/2) + ǫ n v(t), where v(t) is the solution of the semi-linear equation (2.9) .
With the first choice, the terms of degree one in the expression L * w(t) 1−∂ t log ψ t vanish. To estimate the terms of order 2 or higher, uniform bounds of the discrete derivatives of the solutions of the semi-discrete equation (3.11) are needed.
With the second choice, the terms of degree one appear multiplied by a small constant, but do not vanish and need to be estimated. In contrast, the terms of degree 2 or higher can be estimated with bounds on the derivatives of the solutions of the semi-linear equation (2.9) provided by [16] .
In the case where c j (η) = 1, m j = 1 for all j, the semi-discrete equation (3.11) becomes
where ∆ n ̺ stands for the discrete Laplacian:
PROOF OF THEOREMS 2.2 AND COROLLARY 2.3
Assume, without loss of generality, that in hypothesis (2.8), α 0 = 1/2. Assume, furthermore, that v : R + ×T d → R is the solution of the semi-linear equation (2.9) and that w(t, x) = w n (t, x) = (1/2) + ǫ n v(t, x/n). We refer constantly to Section 5 for properties of the solutions of the viscous Burgers equation (2.9).
By Lemma 5.1, for all T > 0, there exists δ > 0 such that
Lemma 4.1. Fix a density profile v 0 in C 3+β (T d ) for some 0 < β < 1. For every T > 0, there exists a finite constant C 0 , depending only on v 0 and T , such that for all 0 ≤ t ≤ T , γ > 0,
where κ n = ǫ 2 n + (1/n). Proof. By the entropy inequality, the left-hand side is bounded by
for all γ > 0. As ν n w(t) is a product measure, we may move the sum outside the logarithm. Since e x ≤ 1 + x + (1/2)x 2 e |x| , log(1 + a) ≤ a, a > 0, and since ω x has mean zero with respect to ν n w(t) , the second term of the previous formula is bounded above by , x) ). By Lemma 5.2 and by (4.1), the previous expression is bounded by
for some finite constant C 0 which depends only on v 0 and T . This completes the proof of the lemma.
We turn to the quadratic or higher order term H n j (t, x, A). The estimation is based on the following bound due to Jara and Menezes [10, Lemma 3.1]. Proposition 4.2. Fix a finite subset A of Z d with at least two elements. For every δ > 0, a > 0 and C 1 < ∞, there exists a finite constant C 0 , depending only on δ, A, C 1 and a such that the following holds. For all n ≥ 1, probability measures µ on Ω n , functions u, J :
we have that
and g = dµ/dν n u(·) . We show in the next paragraphs that the hypotheses of this proposition are fulfilled for u(x) = w(t, x), J(x) = H n j (t, x, A). We first prove the bounds for u and then the ones for J.
By definition, |(∇ On the other hand, we have seen in (4.1) that for all T > 0 there exists δ > 0 such that δ ≤ w(t, x) ≤ 1 − δ for all x ∈ T d n , 0 ≤ t ≤ T and n sufficiently large. The next lemma provides an estimate for the term J(x) = H n j (t, x, A). Lemma 4.3. For each T > 0, there exists a finite constant C 0 = C 0 (T, v 0 ) such that for all n ≥ 1,
where the supremum is carried over all finite subsets A of Z d .
Proof. The proof is long, elementary and tedious. It follows from Lemma 5.1 and from the definitions (3.8) of the terms A n j , C n j that for each T > 0, there exists a finite constant C 0 = C 0 (T, v 0 ) such that for all n ≥ 1,
Furthermore, as v(t, x) remains bounded in bounded time-intervals, for each T > 0, there exists a finite constant C 0 = C 0 (T, v 0 ) such that for all n ≥ 1, 
It follows from the estimates on A n j (t, x) and U n,(i) j,p (t, x) that for each T > 0, there exists a finite constant
Similarly, for each T > 0, there exists a finite constant C 0 = C 0 (T, v 0 ) such that for each i = 1, 2 and all n ≥ 1,
Let f be a cylinder function. Denote by f(t, x, A) the Fourier coefficients of f with respect to the measure ν w(t) , w(t) = (1/2) + ǫ n v(t). It is clear, from the definition (3.2) , that for all n ≥ 1,
It follows from the previous estimate on the Fourier coefficients of cylinder functions and from the bounds on F n,(q) j , G n,(q) j that for each T > 0, there exists a finite constant C 0 = C 0 (T, v 0 ) such that for each i = 1, 2, and all n ≥ 1,
where the supremum is carried over all finite subsets A of Z d . To complete the proof of the lemma, it remains to put together all previous estimates.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let {µ n : n ≥ 1} be a sequence of probability measures on Ω n satisfying the assumptions of the theorem. Let µ n t = µ n S n t and H n (t) = H n (µ n t |ν n t ). Lemma 3.1, equation (3.10) and Lemma 3.4 provide a formula for the derivative of H n (t). Fix T > 0. By (4.1), there exists δ > 0 such that δ ≤ w n (t,
and by Lemma 4.3, 
where g n t = dµ n t /dν n t . At this point the assertion of the theorem follows from Gronwall's lemma.
Proof of Corollary 2.3. For simplicity, we prove the corollary in the case Ψ(η) = η 0 . Since v t is Lipschitz-continuous and H is of class
Since a n /n → 0, to conclude the proof it is enough to show that
By the entropy inequality and Theorem 2.2, the expectation appearing in the left-hand side can be bounded above by
for all K > 0 and some finite constant C 0 > 0. Since exp{|x|} ≤ exp{x} + exp{−x} and since lim sup n γ −1 n log(a n + b n ) is bounded by the maximum between lim sup n γ −1 n log a n and lim sup n γ −1 n log b n , provided γ n → ∞, it is enough to estimate the previous expression without the absolute value.
As ν n t is a product measure, the second term of the previous displayed expression without the absolute value is equal to
Since exp x ≤ 1 + x + 2 −1 x 2 exp |x| and log (1 + y) ≤ y, as J n x (t) has mean zero with respect to ν n t , the previous displayed expression is bounded above by
because v t is bounded. Since a 2 n g d (n)/n 2 → 0, to conclude the proof of the corollary, it remains to let n → ∞ and then K → ∞.
THE BURGERS VISCOUS EQUATION
We present in this section the properties of the solutions of the Burgers viscous equation (2.9) needed in the proof of Theorem 2.2. Without loss of generality, we assume that in hypothesis (2.8), α 0 = 1/2.
Recall the definition of the space C m+β (T d ) introduced just above Theorem 2.2. Fix a function v 0 in C 3+β (T d ) for some 0 < β < 1. According to [16, Theorem V.6.1] there exists a unique solution to (2.9). Moreover, the partial derivatives of the solution are uniformly bounded on bounded time intervals. This later result is summarized in the next lemma.
Lemma 5.1. Assume that v 0 belongs to C 3+β (T d ) for some 0 < β < 1. For every T > 0, there is a finite constant C 0 = C 0 (T ), depending only on v 0 and T , such that
Recall the definition of the function L n :
n . Then, for every T > 0, there is a finite constant C(T ), depending only on T and v 0 , such that
The proof of this lemma is divided in several steps.
where R n is a remainder whose absolute value is bounded by C(T ), where C(T ) is a finite constant which depends only on T and on v through the L ∞ norm of its first three derivatives.
Proof. By definition of the current and by assumption (2.1), the difference inside braces is equal to
We may rewrite the previous expectation as E ν n w t,x (·)
[ τ y+ej g j,p − τ y g j,p ], where
n . By Corollary 5.6, this expectation can be written as the sum of two expressions and a remainder. We consider them separately.
With this notation and since c j does not depend on η 0 , η ej , we may rewrite the lefthand side of the statement of the assertion as n ǫ n m j E ν n w(t)
Recall the definition of the measure ν n wt,x(·) , introduced just after (5.1), and that ν n w(t,x) represents the homogeneous product Bernoulli measure with density w(t, x). By Corollary 5.6 and since the absolute value of c z,z ′ is bounded by C(T )/n, the previous expression is equal to
In this formula and below, R n is a remainder whose absolute value is bounded by C 0 , for some constant C 0 depending only on T and on the L ∞ norm of the first three derivatives of v. The exact expression of the remainder R n may change from line to line.
A Taylor expansion around x/n yields that the previous sum is equal to
By definition of d j and by (2.5),
Hence, by (5.2), the sum over z is equal to σ ′ j,j (w(t, x/n)). By (2.8) and a Taylor development, this later expression is equal to ǫ n σ ′′ j,j (1/2) v(t, x/n) + ǫ 2 n R n . This completes the proof of the assertion.
Proof of Lemma 5.2. The proof is a straightforward consequence of Assertions 5.3 and 5.4 and from the fact that v is the solution of the equation (2.9). In both assertions, the constant depends on the L ∞ norm of the first three derivatives of v. Lemma 5.1 states that these derivatives are bounded by a constant which depends on v 0 .
We conclude this section with some results used above. Let v :
, and let w : T d n → R be given by w(x) = (1/2) + ǫ n v(x/n). Recall from (1.3) that we denote by ν n w(·) the product measure on Ω n in which the density of η x is w(x/n), while ν n w(0) represents the homogeneous product measure with constant density equal to w(0). Lemma 5.5. Let g : Ω n → R be a local function. Then, there exists a constant C 0 , depending only on the cylinder function g and on ∇v ∞ , such that
On the right hand side, the sum is carried out over all z (and z ′ = z) in the support of g.
Proof. Fix a local function g : Ω n → R, and denote by Λ(g) its support. Clearly, as ν n w(·) , ν n w(0) are product measures,
The result follows from a Taylor expansion up to the third order.
Recall from (3.7) the definition of the discrete partial derivative in the j-th direction represented by ∇ n j . Corollary 5.6. Let g : Ω n → R be a local function. Then, there exists a constant C 0 , depending only on the cylinder function g and on ∇v ∞ , such that
where |R n | ≤ C 0 (ǫ n /n) 3 and
Proof. Fix a local function g : Ω n → R. According to the previous lemma, the expectation appearing on the left-hand side of the statement is equal to
where |R n | ≤ C 0 (ǫ n /n) 3 , for some constant C 0 which depends only on g and ∇v ∞ . Here, the sum over z is carried out over all z (and z ′ = z) in the support of τ −ej g − g. As the measure ν 
Along the same lines, we may also prove the Einstein relation.
Proof. Fix 1 ≤ j ≤ d, α ∈ (0, 1) and let u : T d → R be a differentiable function such that u(0) = α, (∂ xj u)(0) = 0. Take the expectation with respect to ν n u(·) on both sides of (2.1).
For the left-hand side, by the proof of Lemma 5.5 and since u(0) = α and E να [ c j (η) [η 0 − η ej ] ] = 0 (because c j does not depend on η(0) and η(e j )),
where ω z = [η(z) − α]/α(1 − α). As u(0) = α and since c j does not depend on η(0) and η(e j ), the previous sum is equal to
We turn to the expectation of the right-hand side of (2.1). By the proof of Lemma 5.5 and since y m j,p (y) = 0, the first term in the expansion vanishes so that
A change of variables ξ = τ y η and a Taylor expansion permit to rewrite the sum as
Since y m j,p (y) = 0 and, by definition, y y k m j,p (y) = − D p (j, k), the last expression is equal to
Putting together the previous estimates, we conclude that for every
This completes the proof of the proposition.
THE ADJOINT GENERATOR
Fix a function ̺ : T d n → (0, 1). Throughout this section, ν ̺ is a product measure on Ω n with marginals given by
For q ≥ 0, denote by P (q) ̺ (τ x f ) the projection of the cylinder function τ x f over the linear set of functions of degree q:
In particular, P (0)
We represent P (+1) ̺ by P ̺ :
The statement of Lemma 6.1 requires some notation. Recall from (3.5) that D j stands for the difference operator, and from (3.6) that we denote by j x,x+ej the instantaneous current over the bond (x, x + e j ).
In this formula, c j (x, A), g j,p (x, A) represent the Fourier coefficients, introduced in (3.2), of the cylinder functions c j , g j,p , respectively; and Υ B stand for the function introduced in (3.9). It follows from (3.3) that there exists ℓ ≥ 1 such that H 
where the (finite) sum over A is performed over finite subsets A with at least two elements.
Note that the first term on the right-hand side contains only terms of degree 1, while the second one only terms of degree 2 or higher.
The proof of this lemma is divided in four assertions and one identity, presented in (6.3). We first compute the adjoint L
The proof of this assertion is elementary and left to the reader.
Proof. By Assertion 6.2,
The definition of J x,x+ej and a straightforward computation yield that this expression is equal to
The expression inside braces can be written as
Therefore,
Note that the second and third lines contain only terms of degree 2 or more, while the first line have only terms of degree 1. Since c j does not depend on η(0) and η(e j ), by definition of the instantaneous current j x,x+ej ,
To complete the proof, it remains to insert this expression in the first line of the formula for (L S, * n,ν̺ 1)(η) and to sum by parts.
In view of (3.4), the third term of Assertion 6.3 can be written as
where c j (x, A) stands for the Fourier coefficients of τ x c j , given by (3.2). As c j does not depend on η(0) and η(e j ), c j (x, A) = 0 if A contains 0 or e j . We may therefore restrict the sum to set which do not contain these points and rewrite the previous expression as
We turn to the second term of Assertion 6.3.
Proof. Fix j and write ω ̺ (x) − ω ̺ (x + e j ) as
[ ξ(x) + ξ(x + e j ) ] [ χ(̺(x + e j )) − χ(̺(x)) ] .
On the other hand, taking the operator P ̺ • τ x for (3.6), one can obtain From (6.5) and (6.6), the left-hand side of (6.4) becomes 1 2
where L 3 is the last term appearing on the right-hand side of (6.4) and A j (x) has been introduced in (6.1). Since c j does not depend on η(0), η(e j ), the expectation with respect to ν ̺ of the left-had side of (6.4) vanishes. It is also clear that the covariance of this sum with respect to ξ ̺ (z) vanishes for all z ∈ T d n . We may therefore introduce the operator P (+2) ̺ in front of the sum. By doing so, the second sum of the previous formula vanishes because it contains only terms of degree 1. This completes the proof of the assertion.
We further express the sums on the right-hand side of (6.4) in terms of the Fourier coefficients of the cylinder functions. Recall the notation introduced in (6.1) and below. Proof. Fix 1 ≤ j ≤ d. We consider separately each term on the right-hand side of (6.4). Let B j (x) = A j (x) (D j ̺)(x). By the gradient condition (2.1), the first term can be written as Perform the change of variables x ′ = x + y and express the cylinder function g j,p in terms of its Fourier coefficients to rewrite this expression as This expression corresponds to the first one on the right-hand side of (6.7). The other three can be obtained easily.
Recall the definition of the asymmetric part of the generator introduced in (1.7). For 1 ≤ j ≤ d, let C j , I j : T 
j , respectively, by replacing D j ̺ by − C j . In the case of E where the (finite) sum over A is performed over finite subsets A with at least two elements.
The proof of this lemma relies on the next two assertions. (τ x c j )(η) C j (x) (D j ̺)(x) ω ̺ (x) ω ̺ (x + e j ) .
Proof. Recall the definition of C j . It follows from the previous assertion and a straightforward computation that (τ x c j )(η) C j (x) (D j ̺)(x) ω ̺ (x) ω ̺ (x + e j ) .
It remains to add and subtract E ν̺ [τ x c j ] in the first term and to sum by parts.
Proof of Lemma 6.6. The expression of L T, * n,ν̺ 1 is similar to the one of L S, * n,ν̺ 1. In the second and third terms one has to replace D j ̺ by − C j . We may thus follow the arguments presented for the symmetric part to complete the proof of Lemma 6.6.
